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5th January 2021 
 
Dear Parents and Carers 

 
New Lockdown Arrangements 

 
You will be aware of last night’s announcement from the government. This means the information contained 
in the letter I sent on 31.12 is no longer valid. The situation remains fluid, but I thought it useful to provide an 
update. 

 
Until further notice, school is only open for the children of key workers and those for whom we have already 
made specific arrangements with parents/carers. If you wish your son/daughter to attend school for either 
reason, please contact us via admin@jkhs.org.uk. 

 
We await further guidance in terms of external summer examinations for Years 11,12 and 13, and I will write 
to relevant parents/carers when we have this. It is essential that students continue to focus upon their 
schoolwork. If last year’s model is followed, we will provide centre-assessed grades and will need evidence of 
current work to support this process. 

 
As I pointed out in my previous letter, Show My Homework (SMHW) will be the predominant mechanism for 
setting work. This platform was hugely successful in the spring and summer and we were very pleased with 
student engagement – thank you for your support in this. We know it is not always easy.  

 
SMHW supports several online resources, all of which are used by staff in setting work. These resources 
include Kahoot, Kerboodle, Dynamic Learning, MathsWatch, GCSEPod, Memrise, Seneca and YouTube, 
amongst others.  

 
Building upon the work we did in the spring/summer and for isolating students last term, there will be an 
increasing amount of ‘live’ learning. This will be done predominantly via ‘Microsoft Teams’. (Details on how to 
access this software will be posted via SMHW.) Mr Burton held a virtual meeting with heads of department 
yesterday with a focus upon enhancing our online provision. Students can expect a variety of learning 
experiences. This will include teachers explaining topics to their classes in real time, tutorials, pre-recorded 
material, and smaller group work. There will also be individual phone calls from the pastoral teams as before. 
(If we start making films again lockdown will have gone on too long!) 

 
Yesterday Open Reach was at school to begin upgrading our broadband to 1GB and I authorised the 
purchasing of more webcams and microphone headsets. We have also ordered more laptops – please contact 
us should you wish to borrow one of these. Priority will be given to disadvantaged and/or vulnerable students. 
 
Students will be given good notice of what to expect, and when, via SMHW. All learning will take place within 
the normal school timetable. Students who are unable to access work at the prescribed time will in no way be 
disadvantaged. They can use SMHW whenever they wish to see everything their teachers set.  
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In addition to all of this, it is essential students stay fit. The PE department has provided excellent resources 
and please have a look at these on SMHW with your sons/daughters. Mental well-being is equally important. 
Please contact Mrs Clarke should you have any concerns around this. She can be contacted by phoning school 
or at trixieclarke@jkhs.org.uk. The following external support is available should anyone need it: 
 

CALM 0800 58 58 58 
Young Minds 0800 018 2138 
No Panic 0844 967 4848 
SANE 0300 304 7000 
Get Connected 0808 808 4994 
Samaritans 116 123 
www.kooth.com 
 

Unifrog is another useful resource for students and, possibly for you, in terms of looking at future careers. 
Please also access this. Mrs Knapper will be more than happy to provide support and/or answer any questions 
you may have in this regard.  

 
A further benefit of our experiences in the spring/summer was even better communication between home 
and school.  You know where we are every day. We are here to help. Please email or ring us with any matter, 
good or bad, big or small, and we will do all we can to support you.  

 
Like you, I hope this will all be over soon. I really enjoyed last term. Student attendance at over 95% showed 
they enjoyed it as well. We will do all we can to support well-being and learning over the next few weeks. We 
are still in the transition phase of the repair, recover and strengthen strategy I shared previously. To coin 
another one of my phrases, we did this at school via ‘ordinary magic’ and will do the same when we meet up 
again.  

 
Keep in touch. 
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